
Research Question 
● How do(es) the perceived health-relatedness and/or 

medical-relatedness of an app’s purpose and/or its 
data practices affect:
○ People’s views on what legal and app store 

provisions apply, or should apply, to that app or 
those data practices; and

○ Whether they think apps are likely to act within 
those restrictions? 
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Analysis: Phase 1 Hypothesis Testing
Example hypothesis: If an app’s purpose is health-related, 
users are more likely to think it’s legal for the app to collect 
the data they expect it to collect. Planned Study Design: Phase 2

● Add app prompts on more topics 
that are ambiguously “health-ish” 

● Break structure into two surveys:
○ Survey 1: Rate characteristics
○ Survey 2: Predict app behavior 

and app store rules 
● Focus on recommendations for app 

platforms (drop laws questions)
● Drop unpromising variables

● Encoded Likert responses into binary values 
● Performed binary logistic regression to test 1418 

relationships, using R² value for strength of correlation 

Findings: Phase 1

Relevance of Data Practices to App 
Purpose vs. Characteristics of App (R²)

Implications So Far
● The context of an app and how it presents itself can affect 

the privacy protection perceptions of the user 
○ An app presenting itself as a health/medical app may 

gain more privacy leeway, whether or not it’s merited
● People may think protections should be more health-specific 

○ Higher correlation between health/medical-relatedness 
of data practices and what protections should say 
versus what protections do say 

● May suggest focus on transparency of data type collection 

Correlations Between Views on 
Legality/Allowability and App 
Purpose/Data Practice Characteristics
● Participants’ views about what laws or 

store rules say about data practices 
they predicted were correlated with the 
data practices’ characteristics

● Views about what laws or store rules 
should say were even more strongly 
correlated

● Views about what laws or store rules 
say or should say about data 
practices may have been directly 
correlated with app characteristics

No R² correlation between predicted data practice 
characteristics and general views on regulation
● Participants’ expectations about whether there 

are, in general, laws/store rules protecting 
health/medical data did not tend to correlate with 
whether they predicted apps would engage in 
health/medical-related data practices.

[topic of this finding]
● People who found that their supplied data type is relevant 

to the app purpose is more likely to think that the app 
purpose is health-ish/medical-ish//sensitive

○ This is less likely with supplied 
recipient and data use

Study Design: Phase 1
○ Survey with ~300 people 

in the U.S.
○ Between-subjects design; 

random condition 
assignment between 6 
sample apps 

○ Participants supply likely 
data practices based on 
app description

○ Multiple-choice Likert 
scale questions 

Chi-Square: Baseline Effect of App Category
Chi-Square test showed the distribution of 
responses across app categories was  
statistically significant (p < .01) for almost all 
questions except questions about laws/app 
store rules in general...as expected! Regression 
tests vs. app characteristics can help show 
why.

Other findings impacting choice of hypotheses 
for Phase 2:
● Judgments about health-relatedness and 

medical-relatedness were not identical, but were 

similarly predictive of other variables -> Explore!
● Views about laws and store rules were tightly 

correlated with each other, and were somewhat 

similarly predictive -> Drop questions re: laws!
● Views about what laws/store rules generally say 

didn’t tend to correlate tightly with other variables 

-> Drop general questions!

Recipient Guesses: American Red 
Cross, Hospitals, Advertisement 

companies, Government

Data Use Guesses:  Selling 
advertisement data, Track blood donation, 

Keeps (blood) inventory, Informing user

Data Type Guesses: Blood donation 
history, Blood type, History of donation 

locations, Location, DOB, Email

Figure 2: Example app prompt and 
participant-supplied data practices

Figure 1: Experimental condition

Sample App Topics: 
Ideal Flashlight, Simple 
Blood Donation, Kink 

Finder Extra, 
Telehealth Pocket, STI 
Helper+, Step Count 

Manager

Sanity check (R²): Characteristics of data types predicted by 
participants correlated with app characteristics.

Characteristics of Data 
Practices vs. General 
Views About Laws & 

Store Rules (R²)

Figure 6: Correlations of 
Characteristics of Data Practices 

with General Views About Laws and 
Store Rules. Cells show coefficient of 
determination (R²). All relationships 

have a positive slope.

Frequency Distribution: 
Views on Laws and Store 
Rules
● Participants’ views on 

whether store rules should 
allow data practices have 
more statistical variance 
compared to whether they 
think store rules do allow 
data practices

● Driven by correlation of 
should with other 
variables?

BACKUP (Figure 4) : Correlation between Views on 
Legality with App Purpose & Data Practice 
Characteristics
● People’s views about what laws or store rules say 

about data practices they predicted were 
correlated with the characteristics of the data 
practices. Views about what laws or store rules 
should say were even more strongly correlated.
○ Correlated characteristics: Whether data 

practice is health-related, medically relevant, 
sensitive, and/or relevant to the app purpose.

● People’s views about what laws or store rules say 
or should say about predicted data practices may 
have been directly correlated with characteristics 
of the app. (But it’s less clear than the correlation 
with characteristics of the data practices.)
○ Correlations especially seem weaker for 

recipients and data uses than for data types; 
however, this may be an effect of study design 
(to be corrected in Phase 2). 

Fig. 5: Phase 2 design

Frequency Distribution: 
Views on App Store Rules
● Views on should 

have more statistical 
variance than views 
on do

● Driven by correlation 
of should with other 
variables?

● Some participants 
think store rules are 
more permissive 
than they should be

● Views on laws are 
pretty similar to 
store rules

QR code here?

Figure 4: Correlations of views on legality of data 
practices with characteristics of app and data practices. 

Cells show coefficient of determination (R²). All 
relationships have a positive slope.

Views on Legality 
of Data Uses vs. 

Characteristics of 
App & Data Uses 

(R²) 

Views on Legality 
of Sending to 
Recipient vs. 

Characteristics of 
App & Recipient 

(R²)

Views on Legality 
of Collecting Data 

Type vs. 
Characteristics of 
App & Data Type 

(R²) 

Figure 3: Answer frequencies for 
questions about regulation of data 

practices


